Introduction
Since the end of the 70s, the interest in image sequence analysis -specifically in motion analysis -has rapidly increased due to the enhancement of technology, which greatly broadened the potential fields of application of image processing. Several application areas can take advantage on the extraction of the dynamic information embedded in image sequences. Among these are: industry (dynamic process monitoring, autonomous mobile robots, automatic vehicles driving), biomedical engineering (heart motion analysis, blood flow monitoring), communications (TV bandwidth reduction, teleconferencing), environmental monitoring (accident detection, traffic flow surveillance), remote sensing (atmospheric pollution monitoring, cloud motion estimation).
Motion analysis is typically performed in two steps. In the first step a 2-D velocity field is extracted from the raw image data; then, in a second step, this field is used to infer information about the 3-D imaged scene [1] and/or the motion of the observer [2] .
Two main approaches exist to the computation of the 2-D velocity field. A sparse 2-D field is obtained by detecting and tracking salient features of moving objects in the scene [3] . On the other hand, by exploiting the correlation between the spatial and temporal variations of image brightness a dense motion field is estimated, which is usually referred to as optical flow (OF) [4] .
The main advantage of a dense field over a sparse field arises from the fact that the former can be helpful in performing image segmentation based even only on motion cues (there is some experimental evidence that biological vision systems also have this ability [5] ), the spatial discontinuities of OF playing a major role in achieving this task.
Unfortunately, the evaluation of OF at its points of discontinuity (motion boundaries) has proved to be a serious problem, in that usually in the neighborhood of these points the estimated field is either noisy or incorrectly smooth.
In this paper an algorithm that allows the estimation of a dense velocity field with special attention to motion boundary preservation is proposed. The algorithm works by performing at each image pixel the following steps: 1) partition the pixel's neighborhood in a small number of asymmetric and overlapping subwindows; 2) compute, at each subwindow, the velocity vector as the solution of a least squares (LS) problem; 3) select, as the OF solution, the most reliable among the velocity vectors computed in the previous step.
The paper is organized as follows: first, the OF computation problem is stated and some known methods for its solution are briefly discussed; second, the details of the algorithm are given; some results are then discussed and finally conclusions are offered.
Optical flow techniques
A linear equation which constraints the two unknown velocity components u and v at each image pixel (x,y) and any time t can be obtained by assuming the stationariety of image brightness [6] :
where E x , E y and E t stand for the spatial and temporal partial derivatives of (1) image brightness E(x,y,t).
Equation (1) A straightforward local technique is based on the LS solution of the overconstrained linear system obtained, at each image pixel, by collecting constraint lines from its neighboring points [13] . Although quite insensitive to image noise, this method is grossly in error when the examined neighborhood is crossed by a motion boundary, i.e. when constraint lines belonging to different moving objects are collected. The algorithm presented in the following section attempts to remove the drawback exhibited by this LS method while preserving its good noise insensitivity.
The multiwindow LS algorithm
Let us assume to have a small region w(i,j) of the image in which the OF is known to be uniform (for example a patch completely contained in a translating or very slowly rotating object). Then, in principle, the constraint lines at N points (p,q) ∈ w(i,j) should intersect at a point of the velocity space representing the speed of the whole patch. Actually, due to image noise and approximation errors in the estimation of derivatives, the constraint line parameters can be even grossly incorrect. However, supposing N > 2 and that these errors are randomly and independently distributed, a LS pseudo-intersection of the constraint lines can give a good estimate of the true solution. Specifically, given the overconstrained linear system: the pseudo-intersection is obtained by minimizing the residual square error: (2) that is by solving the following 2×2 linear system, obtained by (3) setting to zero the partial derivatives of w with respect to the velocity components u and v:
It has to be noted that system (4) has not a unique solution if the (4) coefficient matrix has a rank less than 2. This can happen in the areas where image gradient is either zero (constraint lines are not defined) or it has a uniform orientation (constraint lines are parallel, thus not having any finite point of intersection); in such cases, any local computation of OF becomes ill-conditioned. To avoid this pitfall, the dimension of the region w(i,j) must be chosen big enough to grant a sufficient variability of the gradient.
Turning to OF computation at each image point, the LS technique can be used by collecting constraint lines from a square neighborhood of each pixel. A neighborhood size of 5×5 pixels is often large enough to avoid ill-conditioning, and sufficiently small to keep the condition of uniform motion inside it:
As previously mentioned, the LS algorithm is attractive being it quite noise insensitive (as every error minimization method) and having also the advantage to be a local technique. Unfortunately, it has the main drawback of producing an unsatisfactory flow field at the points of occlusion between objects having different motion, as in this case the hypothesis of a quite uniform motion over the neighborhood is no longer valid.
A similar problem is encountered in image processing in attempting to reduce image noise by low pass filtering: while a weighted mean operation over a uniform area eliminates the random noise due to the acquisition process, it also has the undesirable effect of blurring image contours. It is thus needed to distinguish between the variations of image brightness due to noise and those due to discontinuities. In a work by Nagao and Matsuyama [19] a solution to this problem is proposed. A square window around the pixel is partitioned in a small number of asymmetrical overlapping subwindows. The variance of the gray value of the pixels in each subwindow is then computed, and the subwindow producing the minimum variance is selected. Subwindows are designed in a way that, even at a contour pixel, at least one of them will belong entirely to the same uniform region as the center of the window, thus exhibiting a minimum of the variance. The mean value of the grey level of the pixels in this subwindow is then assigned to the center of the window. The assumption of this algorithm is that the signal to noise ratio of the image is quite high, so that the brightness variations due to noise are smaller than those due to image texture.
In this paper is argued that a similar approach can be used to compute OF and achieve a good motion boundary preservation.
For example, it is possible to partition a 9×9 neighborhood of the generic pixel where OF has to be computed in a set of nine 5×5 overlapping asymmetrical subwindows, as in Figure 1 . The subwindows are designed so as to enhance the probability that at least one of them will belong entirely to the same moving object as the central pixel. The LS method mentioned above is used to compute a velocity solution (u n ,v n ) in w n (i,j), n=0,1,...8; among the solutions obtained, the one exhibiting the minimum residual square error is chosen and assigned to the center of the neighborhood as its OF vector, that is:
If the examined pixel is at the border of an object, it is likely that at (6) least one of the considered subwindows is entirely inside the object (as happens for subwindow w 1 in Figure 2) . That subwindow will then almost surely exhibit the minimum residual square error, if the errors affecting the constraint lines parameters are assumed to be small enough to produce a residual not bigger than the one obtained in a system with constraint lines related to different speeds. Moreover, it is argued that the algorithm will improve also the performance at pixels far from motion boundaries, in that the multiwindow system gives the possibility of getting a LS solution from a selected and reliable subset of neighboring constraint lines.
Since the number K of neighbor pixels actually involved in the LS solution is variable (in each subwindow only the pixels having a gradient magnitude different from zero are considered), in order not to alter the comparison, residuals w must be normalized by K.
Despite the accurate choice of the subwindow size, some gross errors will result -as mentioned above -in certain image regions, due to ill-conditioning. The computed field will appear quite irregular also due to image noise. It is therefore needed to perform an OF regularization step:
this can be successfully accomplished by vector median filtering [20] , a technique whose non-linear nature ensures a better motion boundaries preservation than the traditional averaging operators [16] .
Results
The algorithm was tested both on synthetic and real-world image sequences.
A comparison of the results obtained running the classical LS algorithm [13] , the multiwindow LS technique proposed in this paper and the well-known Horn and Schunck iterative method [6] on two 128×128
sequences is presented here. The two LS algorithms use a window size of 9x9; vector median regularization is performed by using a 5×5 neighborhood and a fast approximation of the L 1 norm [21] . The smoothness parameter for the Horn and Schunck algorithm is set to 1 and the number of iterations to 64; in this case no regularization is performed, as the algorithm has an implicit smoothing effect on the produced field.
Derivatives E x , E y and E t are approximated by finite symmetrical differences; temporal derivatives below a threshold of 2 graylevels are considered to be effect of noise only and are thus set to zero. A quantitative comparison of the performance of the three algorithms can also be made referring to Table 1 , where the root mean square error (RMSE) together with the processing time required by the various algorithms is shown. It is worth noting that the regularization step has significant effects only on those vectors which are grossly in error (for example, the incorrect vector near the upper corner of the translating square in Figure 6 has disappeared in Figure 7) , thus not having a great influence on the RMSE performance. By using the multiwindow LS approach a considerable saving of processing time is achieved; in fact, being each 5×5 patch actually a subwindow for nine different 9×9 windows, the computational burden for this algorithm can be made only slightly bigger than that of a classical LS algorithm using 5×5 windows 1 .
In Figure 9 a frame of the real-world sequence ROBOX is shown.
The imaged objects are a cookie box rolling over a table by 3 deg/frame, and a small mobile robot approaching the camera plane by 1 cm/frame.
The flow fields computed with the classical LS, the multiwindow LS and the Horn and Schunck algorithms are shown respectively in Figures 10, 11 and 12. The multiwindow LS approach demonstrates also in this case to be effective in preserving motion boundaries (compare for example Figure 11 with Figure 10 , where an undesired effect of motion boundary enlargement is particularly evident) and to be more robust than the others with respect to noise. Further observations can be made, suggesting some directions of future work.
The multiwindow approach proposed here is actually independent on the particular technique used to compute the optical flow in each subwindow. That is, local techniques other than LS, either novel or conventional, could indeed be adopted, given that an a posteriori error measure is available. Thus the multiwindow approach is to be considered a computational superstructure applicable to a suitable substrate algorithm.
A similar concept can be found in the paper by Schnörr [22] , in which the 
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